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ABSTRACT
Sacred Pleasures emphasizes human connection and experience.
The transcalar use of the erotic and play in spatial design can redefine the
current cultural value of production and capital. The proposal addresses
three scales of these socioeconomic and spatial conditions: system, architectural, and human scale. The erotic is used as power and resistance. Play
is used as a method to achieve agency and to mediate human connection.
The thesis resists from within the context of Puerto Rico, an island
product of colonization by two entities, Spain and the United States of A
merica. It addresses the relationship between Puerto Rico and the propagation of the imposed urban condition of plazas de recreo, or public plaza. The ritual is anchored by the material culture of two textile techniques,mundillo lace making and the cyanotype process. The patronage festival
subverts the relationship of the colonist origins of plazas de recreo and
Catholicism through the power of erotic, play, and procession. Sacred Pleasures displays how colonized bodies reclaim material, space, and autonomy.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
plazas de recreo: main public plazas in each municipality, with a dedicated
patron saint
liturgy: pertaining to public religious worship
pageant wagon: a moveable stage which depicted religious plays
ciborium: a canopy that is placed over an altar, typically over four pillars
baldachin: a ceremonial canopy, placed over an altar, throne, or doorway
reliquary: vessel which contains relic(s) irectly or indirectly related to saints
mundillo: handmade bobbin lace originating from Moca, Puerto Rico
cyanotype: slow reacting photographic technique which uses a formulationsensitive to a near ultraviolet and blue light spectrum. The chemical process
involves ferric ammonium citrate or ferric ammonium oxalate, potassium ferricyanide, and water
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INTRODUCTION
This thesis demonstrates the influence of curated liturgical elements, both
physical and representational at a transcalar perspective. System, space (architectural), and body are the three scales being addressed. Within a system of
oppression, plazas de recreo have been developed on all 78 municipalities of
Puerto Rico.1 These sites all share similar qualities of urban scale, composition,
and origin. While Sacred Pleasures does discuss many topics on Catholicism, it
is important to note that these elements were used for the sake of subverting
the culture that has been imposed on the island. While each scale is discussed
separately, the elements will go back and forth referencing each other. The
plaza de recreo en Moca, the town from which mundillo lace originates from,
is used as a testing ground to located Sacred Pleasures. It is the origin of a
material culture with colonist origins which is being transformed into a device
that can critique a history that may not always be acknowledged, however has
formed our main public spaces for convening. How do we reclaim craft and
how do we transform our spaces through active engagement?

Fig.1 Parroquia Nuestra Señora de la Monserrate, Moca, Puerto Rico by José A. Mari Mut, 2010-2013.
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SPACE
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CATHOLICISM AS SITE
The imposed plazas de recreo not only are of colonist origin, but have clear
ties with Catholicism. The common factors that these urban spaces possess
are the following: a Catholic church placed in a podium condition, a clear circulation axis towards the church entrance, and the rectangular profile of the
plaza.2 These products of colonization create potential to subvert narratives at
multiple scales through spatial conditions and artifacts throughout time.
These sites which were propagated by a system of oppression both contains
and exposes the general public to an urban atmosphere revolved around Catholicism. These spaces were meant to be the origin point of the urban fabric
for each town on the island. What spatial infrastructures may be used to counteract this imposition? The pageant wagon, baldachin, ciborium, and reliquary
are the artifacts that shape the approach to this thesis. These artifacts range in
scale and demonstrate potential for narrative and containment.
The thesis brings in liturgical elements that have a direct or indirect relationship to private and public worship. The pageant wagon, a moveable stage
which depicted religious plays, is a temporal structure. This stage typology was
used a device for convening the masses through performance. The medieval
structure is not fixed to a specific site, it is meant to be assembled and disassembled in a reasonable manner to travel as much as possible.3 The functionality of the architectural object not only creates a new condition for sharing
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narratives, but also enables collective action through procession with medieval
pageantry. These pageants consisted of a grouping of various wagons that followed a procession route. These groups were typically placed in proximity to
equivalents of town halls or buildings for mass convening.4 The pageant wagon when placed in public space, activates its acquired context. The nature of
the stage, having a concealed backstage area, requires the audience to look directly at the structure, rather than surrounding the entirety of the architectural
object. There are multiple scales of spatial containment between public spaces
and pageant wagons. The context contains the public and pageant structure.
Once the wagon is placed into the site, it contains a group of people but also
create a direct axis between performers and audience. An interior boundary is
created within the existing site, resulting in a linear visual experience. Once the
procession continues, the linear vocabulary is extended through the various
wagons being transported to the next area. The simplicity of this medieval
production displays how tectonics are used to further narrative and activate
space, rather than remain limited to the boundaries of the object it is eventually assembled to to be.
The nature of procession naturally involves ritual, space, and objects all
with specific functions in order for the event to succeed. The pageant wagon is
a device that interacts with the entirety of the human body and requires action
within it. If we reduce the scale of engagement with the body, other liturgical
artifacts that are focused on marking or containing space are the ciborium
and baldachin. The ciborium is a canopy that is placed over an altar, over four
pillars, and the baldachin is typically a ceremonial canopy, placed over an altar,
throne, or doorway. Both require a structure to support it, however the
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Fig.2 Christ before Pilate at Coventry, as imagined by David Jee in Thomas Sharp, A Dissertation on the Pageants
or Dramatic Mysteries anciently performed at Coventry , 1825.
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Fig.3 Ciborium, side with Christ Delivering the Keys to Saint Peter and the Book of Wisdom to Saint Paul. 9th
century; columns of the 4th century; stucco reliefs of the mid-10th century.
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Fig.4 Designed by Josef Emanuel Fischer from Erlach between 1733-1736. Saint Vitus Cathedral, Interior, Chapel
of St John of Nepomuk, Tomb Altar of St. John of Nepomuk (1771), Baldachin, May, 2010. 18th century
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ciborium implies structural permanence while the baldachin is more open in
terms of material and draping location. The ciborium creates a four sided
boundary around the altar, the form allows wayfinding within a sacred space
filled with all kinds of artifacts. The baldachin compliments a potential structure through materiality, and creates a sense of interiority within a larger structure, the church. The simple action of structure being enveloped by a secondary material open new ways of engagement within a ritual. While in plan the
structure of a ciborium would be visible, the baldachin completes the plan
profile, be it a square or rectangle. The potential of the baldachin’s materiality
gets lost in plan, requiring another type of drawing convention. The elevation
or section are possible options, however the use of an oblique elevation begins
to demonstrate the three-dimensional aspects of the design, while respecting
the existing boundary that the ciborium structure creates and acknowledging
the edge conditions of the baldachin. The body is then entering a second later of containment when surround by the pillars, and placed underneath the
baldachin canopy. One does not interact with the baldachin besides visually,
however the vocabulary and material of this canopy displays the potential use
of the space below. The space underneath these canopy conditions implies engagement with the body at an object scale. They no longer contain audiences,
however just like the pageant wagon, require observation.
The reliquary, depending on its scale, can either be placed in the altar area
or in close proximity to it. These are vessels that, as the name implies, contain
holy relic(s) associated with saints. These artifacts contain items directly or indirectly related to the body, it can range from body parts to articles of clothing
or things that were touched by a body. They are equally as performative as the
Fig.5 Crystal Reliquary, Copper gilt on rock crystal, 14.5 × 16.8 × 9.5 cm, 1200 , Walters Art Museum, 1931.
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pageant wagon. One observes and experiences these liturgical narratives
through the containment of the other. However while something or someone
else is being contained, the audience still has a role to play in relation to these
objects. These artifacts determine space through tectonics, function, and narrative. They display through materiality a story. The body consistently enagages with the objects at a variety of scales.
Using these liturgical devices allows to determine the scales of engagement
of people within a larger theological system. These objects all relate to individual or collective use and obeservation. They are didactic through space and
materiality. It is an opportunity to utilize these artifacts as a way to subvert the
imposed urban space and colonist beginnings of plazas de recreo. The notion
of engagement and containment from the system scale to the human scale
remain consistent through performance and materiality. This new form of
body begins to be contained within a new narrative and could begin to behave
as a relic itself.
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BODY

BODY AS RELIC

How do colonized bodies behave in space? What devices can be used to
actively engage bodies, sites, and histories? While the connections between
the plazas de recreo and Spain are clear, and the liturgical artifacts have been
curated, there is a still a need for a methodology to subvert colonist histories
within these public spaces. The relationship between baldachin, altar, and
body demonstrates that materiality could be an approach to addressing the
human scale. The craft aspect of materials links not only the properties of
a material, but its history. In the town of Moca, Puerto Rico a specific type
of lace was developed after the Spanish invaded, mundillo lace. This type of
lace making involves using a cylindrical pillow, hundreds of needles to keep
thread in place for weaving, and use of small wooden tools called bobbins.
Mundillo is unique because of its mode of production. It is a system in
itself to produce this lace, from making the bolster pillow, to preparing th
epatterns the lace will have, to even woodworking the bobbins. The cultural
production of our own textile technique not only references its colonist past,
but demonstrates a push to reclaiming craft. The traditional production of
mundillo lace is all handmade and is still produced on the island, especially in
Moca. Producing this lace is craft, performance, and audience. A system of
transcalar consequences. The body is no longer just a subject, but rather an
active participant. It is a relic within the material culture of a textile technique
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we’ve come to reclaim and develop ourselves. The haptic quality of textiles
and specifically mundillo, demonstrate a need for self awareness. A power in
being present, actively engaged in a craft with a rich history. A craft that can
become our own language for reclaiming agency. While these urban spaces are
tied to an oppressive institution, as colonized bodies the act of being present
individually and as a collective is a political act.5 This creates an opportunity
to explore a position on the erotic, something that can be tied to our material
histories while at the same time subvert or counteract Catholicism’s ideals on
how the body should behave. The institution has clear ideas on what to do and
not do, and does not even acknowledge a large scope of bodies. The erotic
allows to acknowledge everyone in their own way, sexual or emotional.
The erotic is used as power and resistance6 through the method of materiality and play at the scale of an individual’s body. Erotic refers to tapping into
the act of decolonizing an imposed material ties to institution, production, and
capital. It has the power to recontextualize its use through collective action
and space making. A collective experience of intimacy with the self and each
other through lace. It bridges material culture and the act of selfawareness and
empowerment.
If the body is to become subject within this political act, what can be
used to add onto the material quality of mundillo lace? How can the body
be allowed to roam within its own sense of the erotic, while at the same time
produce external cultural production of a subverted system? How does representation come into play when involving material? Throughout time three
liturgical colors became official representations of Catholic imagery, white,
red, and black. White evokes purity, red represents the blood of Christ, and
Fig.6 Wool knit draped on hand
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black displays abstinence or penance. However the color blue, while shown in
countless religious images, is not an official liturgical color. In medeival theology there was debate on the use of the color blue. Was it material or immaterial? If considered a surface covering, then it is considered physical material, and
not to be associated with sacredness, it is immoral.7 On the other hand, if blue
is considered light, being visible but also immaterial, then it can participate in
the divine realm. An example of the use of blue in this manner would be Illuminated manuscripts. The color is typically used as background to highlight
one or multiple beings to be considered sacred. Gold was then utilized directly
onto these figures to highlight them even further. This became common visual
expression of the sacred. A photographic technique that focuses on the color
blue and requires the use of natural light is the cyanotype. It is a slow reacting
formulation sensitive to a near ultraviolet and blue light spectrum. The chemical process involves ferric ammonium citrate or ferric ammonium oxalate,
potassium ferricyanide, and water. Once a surface is submerged in the formula
and dried, it must not be exposed to sunlight until ready to use. Then anything
placed on top of this surface and its shadows will be recorded onto the fabric
and viewed when rinsed and dried again. The scales of production of lace, and
the recording processes of cyanotype, engage with the body while producing
and documenting the acts of resistance.

Fig.7 Flowers on cotton cyanotype
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A PATRONAGE FESTIVAL OF THE
EROTIC AND PLAY
Sacred Pleasures is a patronage festival based on empowering the use of the
erotic and play in spatial design. It anchors itself to existing patronage festival
schedules and is meant to go year round to all 78 plazas de recreo in Puerto
Rico.While each plaza on the island has its own patron saint, this festival is
based on three saints known for their struggle with lust.8 Saint Aloysius Gonzaga, Saint Mary of Egypt, and Saint Augustine. Their stories in that order discuss preparation, spiritual intervention, and illumination. These main steps are
then translated towards the spatial sequence. The architectural object is meant
to create a ritual tied to original production of mundillo lace from the town of
Moca, and cyanotype dyeing processes. It challenges how architectural space
can also become artifact(s), by having the ability to be disassembled and used
as part of the festival procession which travels around the island.9 Not only
are the plazas activated when the trvaelling event arrvies, but the spaces in
between through the procession. The procession route allows for Sacred Pleasures to have the ability to transform, not permanently being a building, but
rather shape shifting in functions and scales as artifacts or relics that interact
with the body through containment, and the haptic material qualities of the
lace, draping, and quiliting throughout the three scenes.
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The architectural object is divided into three main scenes. Each scene based on
processing mundillo lace with cyanotype dye. Each space interacts with golden
artifacts that contrast the cyanotype blue that is being accumulated around the
spaces. The body is constantly being highlighted through a blue atmosphere,
product of the cyanotype lace, and its interaction with these golden artifacts.
They are the connection between water, light, wind, and human connection.
These elements which are between material and immaterial combine with haptic qualities and rich histories of textile craft begins to create a space of its
own.
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Fig.8 Sacred Pleasures: Architectural Object
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Fig.9 Sacred Pleasures: The Procession
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Fig.10 Cyanotype Lace Sleeve Toile Removal
Model: David Auerbach

Fig.11 Handprints on cyanotype lace
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SCENE III: ILLUMINATION - PEEL

SCENE II: SPIRITUAL - POSE

SCENE I: COLLECTION - PARADE
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Fig.12 Sacred Pleasures: Oblique Elevation
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SCENE I: COLLECTION - PARADE
You enter a scene wrapped in blue. It’s dark, but you see a glowing
golden artifact in the distance. You can hear water flowing in a basin.
It’s time to bathe the lace.
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SCENE II: SPIRITUAL - POSE
You enter the second scene and encounter a circular opening to the
sky. The is a cross looming in the distance. A golden artifact with
draped fabric surrounds you. It’s time to wear the lace you’ve prepared
and absorb it all - the sun, the wind, and the lace.
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SCENE III: ILLUMINATION - PEEL
You’ve entered the final space.There is a second opening to the sky. The
cross is even closer. Bodies and lace slowly accumulate within the atrium. Your lace body is marked with body prints. It’s time to remove the
lace. A last golden artifact is at your proximity, it’s one final bath for all.
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